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Farer (Noun) Explorer.  
Wayfarer, Seafarer, Farfarer.
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We launched Farer in November 2015 in the run-up to Christmas, quite 
possibly the worst time to launch a watch brand. Yet after two years of 
dreaming, designing, manufacturing and downright tenacity, we could  
not wait any longer to bring our first collection to market. 

Since selling our very first watch to a gentleman in Miami, we have 
not looked back. To date, we have sent watches to over 30 countries 
across the world. Among a host of press coverage, we have featured in 
GQ, Esquire, Worn & Wound and Monocle. Today, we are proud to be 
stocked at Selfridges and Mr Porter. 

Above all else, we are truly grateful to the community of people who 
have bought a Farer watch. We hope that you continue to share our 
passion for boldly-designed and beautifully-made timepieces. 

The next chapter, and arguably the most exciting stage of our journey 
so far, involves the arrival of our Automatics range. So it is with great 
pride and pleasure that we introduce you to the three new Automatic 
watches featured in this book: Beagle, Endurance and Hopewell. 

Here’s to the journey.

FARER.COM



At Farer, we are passionate about creating watches that make the perfect 
companion for life’s adventures. 

Our original collection of watches is named after iconic British explorers, 
inspiring individuals who perfectly define the true spirit of Farer: daring, 
courageous and filled with ambition beyond the ordinary. From Amy 
Johnson – Britain’s most famous female aviatrix – to Everest climber,  
George Mallory and Tutankhamun archaeologist Howard Carter. 

With the arrival of the Automatics, we have taken inspiration from  
the famous vessels that carried Britain’s most brilliant explorers around  
the globe. Our first three Automatics are named Beagle, Endurance and 
Hopewell – but more about that later. 

FARER IS CREATED FOR 
TODAY’S FREE-SPIRITED 
MODERN ADVENTURERS
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WE BELIEVE 
IN CREATING 
PRODUCTS THAT 
ARE INHERENTLY 
WELL MADE
Farer watches are designed and built to last a lifetime. 

We meticulously draw every detail of our watches in London, before 
working with our Swiss manufacturing partners, Roventa-Henex, who use 
the very best materials to handcraft each and every watch. The expertise of 
our production is reflected in the accuracy of the measurements, the rigour 
of testing and the flawless attention to detail at every stage.

Farer
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DESIGNED TO BE 
DIFFERENT, WITH 
AN OBSESSION 
FOR DETAIL
Our watches are inspired by the halcyon era of Swiss watchmaking,  
when bold colours and contrasting textures were combined with the  
best craftsmanship. We have always strived to make the finest quality  
watches – that’s why we only use Swiss-made movements, sapphire  
crystal glass, the best metals and Barenia bridle leather straps across the 
entire Automatics collection. 

Curved vintage-inspired dials and hands complement the classic domed 
crystal to give Farer watches a refined ‘second look’ in detail. Our signature 
Farer arrow marque can be seen on the second hand and cast into the 
solid bronze crown, which will age and patinate over time. Our name is 
engraved on the oscillating weight of the ETA 2824-2 movement, visible 
through the sapphire crystal back of our Automatic watches.
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PRECISE 
ENGINEERING 
WITH A MODERN 
OUTLOOK
We work closely with Roventa-Henex throughout the design and 
manufacturing stages, marrying decades of watchmaking heritage 
with our modern design approach. The combination of British design 
and Swiss watchmaking results in watch design and build quality like 
nothing else on the market. 
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OUR AMBITION IS SIMPLE: 
TO CREATE PRODUCTS 

THAT BECOME LIFE-LONG 
POSSESSIONS





BEAGLE HOPEWELL ENDURANCE

THE AUTOMATICS 
Since launching Farer in 2015 our ambition has always 

been to create boldly designed, beautifully manufactured 
Automatic watches. Inspired by the glory days of Swiss 

watchmaking, our first three Automatics maintain the Farer 
design language of combining modern colours and textures 
with the more classic lines and shapes of a vintage watch.  

Driven by the brilliant ETA 2824-2 movement, it is 
with great pride that we can bring together the unique 
personality of British design with the very best Swiss 

mechanical engineering. 

Section Name
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BEAGLE 

Launched in 1820 from the Woolwich Dockyard on the River Thames, 
HMS Beagle became the first ship to sail under the old London Bridge 
during the coronation of King George IV. However HMS Beagle would go 
on to become more famous for her role in vital survey expeditions. On her 
second voyage around the world a young naturalist by the name of Charles 
Darwin was on board – this adventure played a pivotal role in forming 
Darwin’s scientific theories of evolution and makes HMS Beagle one of 
history’s most famous ships.



OVERVIEW
The Beagle has a fully polished 316L stainless steel case. Designed to be 
a truly universal watch, the 39.5mm size means it suits both larger and 
smaller wrists and is packed full of intricate design detail. Domed, sapphire 
crystal glass sits proudly over the vintage-inspired, curved dial. Without 
a shadow of a doubt, the standout feature of the Beagle is the use of a 
vibrant, apple green of the hands and the numerals. This tone of green is 
rarely seen in the modern watch market, however it was commonplace in 
some of the best classic timepieces. With every watch we design, we enjoy 
looking to history for our inspiration today.

Our ambition has always been to bring real personality and boldness to the 
Beagle, which we have delivered through our use of the vintage-inspired 
green. It sits at the centre of the metallic black syringe hands and on the 
over-printed numerals. All other features are designed to complement,  
a fine black keyline is used to outline the numerals and subtle, yet 
contrasting, dial finishes off-set the vibrant colour. Typical to each Farer 
Automatic, you will notice the centre of the watch finished with a matt 
texture. In the case of the Beagle, the inner matt texture offsets the oyster 
gloss of the outer dial. Sitting proudly between the two textures is the Farer 
Automatic marque with our signature compass icon and, at six o’clock, the 
circular date window intersects the numeral very slightly to catch the eye.

Although it nods towards a vintage and classical approach, the Beagle is 
designed with a number of modern twists and pops of colour. The most 
prominent being the red Farer compass, forming the tip of the curved 
second hand as it sweeps along a fine red inner track. On closer inspection, 
a sharp eye will notice the light blue second numbers as they interrupt the 
black outer track.
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Continuing the signature look, the Beagle has an engraved solid bronze 
crown that sits ruggedly alongside the fully polished case. Over time the 
bronze naturally reacts to the elements and changes its appearance,  
giving the Beagle a true sense of character unlike any other watch. 

Turning the watch over you will  
see a sapphire crystal back fixed 
with four screws. The Farer-
engraved ETA movement lies 
within framed by a steel back 
featuring a unique model number 
for every Farer Automatic watch.

The Beagle is supplied with a  
classic tan-coloured Barenia bridle 
leather strap and engraved, polished 
steel buckle. However you can 
customise your Farer Automatic 
in seconds with any of our 
interchangeable straps. 
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Those of you who have not been lucky enough to wear an Automatic 
watch will soon experience the enjoyment of watching the second hand 
gracefully pass by and the feeling of a constant watch mechanism on 
your wrist. With the inclusion of the ETA 2824-2, you have a movement 
renowned for its accuracy, dependability and longevity. Of course, 
reliability means little without the right features, so the 2824-2 employs a 
self-winding mechanism with ball bearing, self-correcting date, 25 jewels 
and our Farer-engraved, oscillating weight.  

THE MOVEMENT

Specifications

Case
39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth

Material
316L stainless steel

Finish
Polished case and rim

Dial
Oyster gloss, vintage curved,  
date window

Hands
Apple green, matt silver second hand 
with postbox red tip, vintage curved, 
rhodium-plated

Crown
Solid bronze crown

Glass
Domed sapphire crystal glass

Strap
Barenia bridle leather
316L stainless steel buckle fastening

Lug
20mm

Movement
ETA 2824-2 movement,  
25 jewels

Water Resistant
5ATM
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ENDURANCE 
Endurance was the three-mast vessel that carried Sir Ernest Shackleton and 
his crew on their legendary Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition. Launched 
as Polaris in Norway in 1912, she was originally built to take tourists on ice 
cruises and polar bear hunts – at the time she was the strongest wooden 
ship ever built, specifically designed for durability in harsh Antarctic 
conditions. However, the owners ran into financial difficulty and accepted 
a reduced offer from Shackleton because they supported his pioneering 
exploration – her name was changed to Endurance ahead of Shackleton’s 
Antarctic voyage. In January 1915, on the last leg of her journey, Endurance 
became permanently stuck in the pack ice of the Weddell Sea. Famously, 
with Endurance sinking and after months of surviving on the pack ice, 
Shackleton led a small group of men to safety using a lifeboat and then 
rallied a rescue operation from South Georgia to save his remaining crew.



The Endurance continues the theme of our Automatics range with a fully 
polished 316L stainless steel case. The 39.5mm diameter and 10mm case 
height makes the Endurance a universal size, suitable for all, inspired by 
some of our favourite vintage watches from the 1950s and 1960s. The 
signature Farer solid bronze crown sits on the rounded side of the steel 
case. The crown, although designed to be a stand out feature, tapers away 
to make the two-tone effect more subtle and understated. The solid bronze 
crown will naturally change colour and patina over time – giving it a more 
rugged appearance. However the original shine of the solid bronze can be 
simply restored using a soft brush and a drop of lemon juice.

Designed at our Farer studio in London, the Endurance features distinct 
details and colours in the classically curved dial. Running around the dial, 
you will notice the red and blue dual track, with the second numbers 
playfully inverted so that the red and blue sit next to each other, no matter 
where you look. The outer, glossed section of the dial picks up the changing 
light and emphasises the over-printed navy blue of the hour numerals that 
alternate with classic baton markers. As with all Farer models, the detailing 
does not stop there and on closer inspection you can pick up the fine, white 
keyline that wraps around the deep navy.

As the eye travels towards the centre of the Endurance, the gloss silver face 
gives way to a matt  finish, which emanates from the center of the sunburst 
dial. The boundary of the changing textures cuts through the circular date 
window at six o’clock, above which sits the Automatic marque. In the 
upper half of the dial, the Farer Universal marque and signature compass 
icon sit neatly below the twelve o’clock numeral. This inner textured finish 
helps to emphasise the satin, sunray finish of the outer dial as it follows the 
same lines of the domed, sapphire crystal glass. Like the very best vintage 
watches, if you view the watch in profile you can see how the sapphire 
glass rises from the outer edge, before it domes over the dial.

OVERVIEW
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Classic syringe-style hands continue the theme of coloured detailing,  
with crisp blue steel hour and minute hands delicately filled with a 
luminescent, Super-LumiNova finish. The curved sky blue second hand, 
with a distinctive red Farer compass point, sweeps effortlessly around the 
track – the juxtaposition of blue and red coming to life as time passes.

On the reverse of the Endurance you will see a sapphire 
crystal glass back, which exposes the Farer-engraved ETA 
movement – all framed by our steel case back, which carries 
a unique model number for every Farer Automatic watch.

Endurance is supplied with a luxury, navy blue Barenia bridle 
leather strap and engraved 316L steel buckle – you can also 
customise the look in seconds without the use of a tool, 
using any of our innovative straps. 
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Those of you who have not been lucky enough to wear an Automatic 
watch will soon experience the enjoyment of watching the second hand 
gracefully pass by and the feeling of a constant watch mechanism on 
your wrist. With the inclusion of the ETA 2824-2, you have a movement 
renowned for its accuracy, dependability and longevity. Of course, 
reliability means little without the right features, so the 2824-2 employs  
a self-winding mechanism with ball bearing, self-correcting date, 25 jewels 
and our Farer-engraved, oscillating weight.  

Specifications

Case
39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth

Material
316L stainless steel

Finish
Polished case and rim

Dial
Silver sunray, vintage curved,  
Super-LumiNova numerals  
and indexes, date window

Hands
Crisp blue steel, sky blue second hand 
with postbox red tip, vintage curved, 
rhodium-plated

Crown
Solid bronze crown

Glass
Domed sapphire crystal glass

Strap
Barenia bridle leather
316L stainless steel buckle fastening

Lug
20mm

Movement
ETA 2824-2 movement,  
25 jewels

Water Resistant
5ATM

THE MOVEMENT
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HOPEWELL 
Named after Hopewell, the vessel was part of Sir Martin Frobisher’s 
fleet. Frobisher was a famous English seaman who made three voyages 
to the New World in the 16th Century. On his third and final voyage 
from Canada he brought 1,350 tonnes of iron ore back to Britain 
thinking it was gold, coining the phrase ‘Fool’s Gold’. Hopewell would 
later become part of the Winthrop Fleet which took the first Puritans  
to New England in the Great Migration.



When you first look at the Hopewell you are immediately struck by the 
blue sunray dial, sitting boldly in the fully polished 316L stainless steel case. 
With a diameter of 39.5mm, a case height of 10mm and sapphire crystal 
domed glass – the wearer can immediately recognise the classic, horological 
inspiration behind this genuinely universal watch.

The signature bronze crown with raised Farer compass marque 
purposefully juxtaposes with the polished finish of the case to give the 
Hopewell a real sense of character. The solid bronze crown is designed to 
change with the elements and give the watch a unique patina over time.

Matt, textured blue radiates from the centre of the Hopewell’s sunray 
dial, often only picked up on the second or third time of looking. This is 
designed to give the watch face more depth and to emphasise the Farer 
Universal marque which sits at the top of the dial. The date window sits 
below the Automatic marque in the lower half of the dial, intersecting  
the six-hour numeral. 

Metallic, postbox red hands follow the contour of the curved vintage-
inspired dial that falls away at the edges, vanishing into the case. Both hour 
and minute hands continue to use the Farer syringe-style with a Super-
LumiNova finish in the middle.

The sweeping, matt silver second hand glides seamlessly around the  
watch face – accentuated by the primrose yellow Farer compass arrow, 
which pops out from the blue and follows a subtle yellow outer track. 
Never wanting to be predictable, we chose to run the second numerals in 
red along the track. Every second is marked with a small Super-LumiNova 
marker, every five seconds with a larger marker – miniscule yet significant 
details. The over-printed hour numerals will glow in darkness and are 
outlined in a very fine, light blue keyline.

OVERVIEW
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On the reverse of the Hopewell, 
the Farer-engraved ETA movement 
can be seen through the sapphire 
crystal back. Four small screws seal 
the watch back, which is framed by 
a steel case back featuring a unique 
model number for every Farer 
Automatic watch.

The Barenia bridle leather strap is a step-up in softness 
and luxury, with an engraved, polished steel buckle. 
The Hopewell comes with a black strap but, like all 
Farer watches, straps can be interchanged to match  
the style of the wearer. 

Section Name
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Specifications

Those of you who have not been lucky enough to wear an Automatic 
watch will soon experience the enjoyment of watching the second hand 
gracefully pass by and the feeling of a constant watch mechanism on 
your wrist. With the inclusion of the ETA 2824-2, you have a movement 
renowned for its accuracy, dependability and longevity. Of course, 
reliability means little without the right features, so the 2824-2 employs  
a self-winding mechanism with ball bearing, self-correcting date, 25 jewels 
and our Farer-engraved, oscillating weight. 

Case
39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth

Material
316L stainless steel

Finish
Polished case and rim

Dial
Blue sunray, vintage curved,  
Super-LumiNova numerals  
and indexes, date window

Hands
Metalic postbox red, matt silver second 
hand with primrose yellow tip, vintage 
curved, rhodium-plated

Crown
Solid bronze crown

Glass
Domed sapphire crystal glass

Strap
Barenia bridle leather
316L stainless steel buckle fastening

Lug
20mm

Movement
ETA 2824-2 movement,  
25 jewels

Water Resistant
5ATM

THE MOVEMENT
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01    To change the strap pull back the 
lever to release the pin

02    Whilst holding back  the lever place 
pins  into lug holes

03    Once lined up  release lever to 
 secure the strap

INTERCHANGEABLE  
STRAPS
Our innovative strap mechanism allows you to easily change the look  
of your watch in seconds. Choose from luxury Barenia bridle leather  
straps, a wide range of Italian calf leather straps in an array of colours  
or our elegant metal Milanese straps.

Straps sold separately through Farer.com
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CONTACT

COMMERC I AL  ENQUIR IES 
enquiries@farer.com

@fareruniversal  
#farer
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